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Abstract- Speech is a simple and effort less approach of communication amongst humans, but in this day and age humans are 

not restricted to connecting to one another but even to the various machines in their lives. The most essential being the 

computer. So, this communication approach or technique can be used for connecting humans and computers. This inter play is 

done by interfaces, this area being titled the Human Computer Interaction (HCI). The following paper gives an general outline 

of the principal meaning of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) which consists an essentialarea of artificial intelligence and it 

ought to be taken into consideration in course of any connected research (Categoryof  vocabulary size ,speech, etc.). It also 

offers synopsis of essential research applicable to speech processing in the pastfew years, along side the overall scheme of our 

project that should be taken into account as aaddition of data in this field of study and to finish it off by mentioning about 

certain improvements that as it may be in further works. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Humans interact amongs to nea nother in various methods 

such as sounds, sign lan-guage, facial expressions… etc. 

howevervoice is regarded as the most essential medium 

that humans make use of, as it aids communication more 
over it is  most commonly used amongst speakers. 

 

 Speech is a convenien to intterance and has a specific 

meaning and it is consists of various terms, in succession it 

consists of various letters that go along with voices. This 

voice can develop objects of air and empty and emergein 

the mode of waves; a wave that coincides between them or 

initiates as small circles of the origin of the sound. This 

environment is indicated by force andthen spreads these 

circles gradually before they vanish entirely when they 

extend over wide range 
 

Reasonable conversation is done when spokes persons talk 

in common language, by which itsmeant that the 

communicator on the sending side and receiving side  have 

matching keys that assist both parties in interpreting . The 

researchers applied this occurrence and evolved it to be 

made aessential section in human communication along 

with the machine hence the sound has aided to 

easetoutilize the machine by the user more over build a 

natural communication amongst them.  

 

Automatic speech recognition has substantially provided 
to the growth of artificial intelligence, which tries to 

construct very flexible techniques of operating machines, 

this enables the user to interchange information and 

communicate without utilizing the general input/output 

conventions namely the keyboard, remotes.speech-

oriented input/output approaches are very essential in 

various areas, like in the care of differently abled people, 

the operation of vehicles, specifically while driving, call 

for help in emergency situations, etc.  

 

In the following paper, we are presenting aanalysis of the 

recent works that concentrated on the ASR working where 

we convey their essential attributes/features, perks, and 

draw backs, as we analyse these works to describe our 

perception as a further feasible method.  

 
Segment2 consists of an outline of the automatic speech 

recognition system, in Segment3 is made up of 

characteristics of speech recognition system, we demon-

strate the meaning of automatic speech recognition, and in 

Segment4, illustrating the architecture with regard to 

automated speech recognition systems, with an ex-

planation of each part’s work. In Sections5 and 6, we 

present some current day work on automated speech 

processing, talk about and display our perception of the 

work written in the preceding section. We described to 

what lengths hybrid models  as well as neural network 
models are utilizes.  

 

In the end, we complete the paper by a conclusion and 

present the record of references that were used to help us 

write this paper. 

 

II. AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION 
 

Automated speech recognition falls in one of the major 

automatic speech processing areas, permitting the machine 

to recognize the user’s speech moreover-transfigure it into 
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a chain of words viaa given program/code, consequently 

building a somewhat natural communication amongst man 
and machine.  

 

Automated speech recognition additionally known as 

speech recognition; its feasible to be interpreted as 

graphical representations of frequencies dischargebe-ing a 

function of time. Each and every speech processing 

approaches  (speaker identification, speech synthesis along 

with processing speaker verification) make it feasible to 

build a voice interfacesi.e Human Machine Interface 

alternatively achieve voice interactivity. 

 

Voice recognition is feasible forvarious applications which 
are the following:  

 Voice services: weather applications , speaking clock, 

race results, etc. 

 Data recording , Quality management. 

 Avionics, Training . 

 Vocal instructions , Disabled assistance.  

 

We can further bring up embedded voice recognition 

modules, like in mobile phones or  rather in cars: car 

stereo, on board navigation systems on the Internet , air 

conditioning having voice commands along with others. 
 

III. CHARACTERISTICS REGARDING 

SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

 
There exist numerous variables contained in the systems in 

relation to speech recognition also it is essential to be 

aware of these variables in order to work out the algorithm 

suitable to the system along with the most significant of 
these variables:  

 

1. Classification of Speech in a majority of studies, 

speech is categorized into four types:  

1.1 Isolated Words: This category  typically needs a 

mute (silence gap) in the middle of utterances.  

1.2 Connected Words: Word systems happen to be alike 

isolated words, the sole dissimilarity between themes 

to permit unconnected words to merge along with a 

slight pausein the middle of those words. 

1.3 Continuous Speech: The participants of the already 

statedcategory talk more or less normally, while the 
machine sets the content. It is among the hardest of 

systems.  

1.4 Spontaneous Speech: Near the fundamental level, its 

conceivable to think of it as a speech which is natural 

sounding further more not robot like or rehearsed. 

 

Expanse orsize of vocabulary utilized inside speech 

recognition system is essentialas it influences the 

complexity more over the processing requirements as well 

as it decides the precision in respect to the system. We 

take into account that there exists applications that almost 

not utilize words, while others stand in need of utilization 

of a gigantic number.  
 

2. There are no specified definitions, how ever we can 

explain them in the following manner:  

2.1 Small vocabulary: Which consists of around tens of 

sets of words,  

2.2 Medium vocabulary: Which consists of around 

hundreds of sets of words,  

2.3 Large vocabulary: Which consists of around 

thousands of sets of words,  

2.4 Very-large vocabulary: Which consists of around 

tens of thousands of sets of words.  

 

3.  Speaker Dependence: 

3.1 Speaker dependent system: Where it is required by 

the systems that the user trains the system using the 

user’s voice.  

3.2 Speaker independent system: Where the systemsis 

developed for any general speaker and not any 

specific/particular speaker.  

3.3 Speaker adaptable system: Where the system 

developed adapts to the traits /aspects of the current 

speakers. 

 

IV. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF 

AUTOMATED SPEECH RECOGNITION 

 
The rudimentary objective pertaining to speech 

recognition system is for the device to have the ability to 

input/listen moreover be able to process /understand the 

spoken or audio data to construct the accepted decision, 

how ever can the a for ementioned be work able?  

 

1. Analysis: 

The initial step of the system is the study/analysis 

pertaining to speech signal to be the end most out come, a 

sequence of spoken terms. In the middle of these two 

stages, the system displays various stages that happen to 

be frequently built over the statistical approach. 

 

 Normally, the speech recognition system contains five 

components which are presented in the following figure. 

Speech analysis is the initial step of speech processing, it 

permits to pick the frame size so as the machine is able to 
segment the input signal which is consid-ered to createa 

further analysis pertaining to the speech segment. 

 

Speech analysis can be achieved by using three 

techniques:  

1.1 Segmentation Analyses: The intention of the given 

phase is to draw out the speaker’s information 

utilizing the frame consumption having size from 10 

to 30 ms. [25] 

1.2 Sub Segmental Analysis: This intention of the given 

phase is to inspect as well as draw out the features 
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pertaining to the excitation state [24], and for that 

utilizing a frame from the given size of 3 to 5 ms. 
1.3 Supra Segmental Analysis:The intention of the 

given phase is to inspect as well as get the features of 

the speaker’s behavioral character. [24]  

 

2. Language Model: 

The language model is split into two categories:  

2.1 Deterministic (or grammatical): Is created by 

language specialists.  

2.2 Stochastic (or Statistical): These models are the 

product of an unsupervised language model roughly 

calculated on a learning corpus. Majority cases initiate 

accompanied with a group of vacant parameters 
aforesaid are roughly calculated in the course of 

monitoring of linguistic/verbal data. [26]  

2.3 Pronunciations Model: This is constructing a 

language model:procedure for writing a word.  

2.4 Acoustic Model: This model allows it to foretell 

almost all the plausible pho-nemes pertaining the 

audio which is input. [27]  

2.5 Decoder Speech text: This consists of a mixture of 

preceding designs to come up with the most probable 

text transcription for the stated speech statement. 

 

V. RELATED WORK 

 
Deep neural networks consist of the current techniques 

that have promoted remarkably to the progress pertaining 

to speech recognition.  

 

Zied Elloumi along with al [30], suggested a multi tasking 

system for efficiency /performance prediction. The a for 

ementioned system is established on the basis of 

convolutional neural network. This appeared following the 

comparison amongst the techniques, onstructed on learned 

attributes, and an technique build on pre-defined aspects 

(already engineered features).  

 
The data utilized in this analysis was a group of French-

language programs: a subgroup pertaining to Quaero1 

corpus, the details/data in possession of ETAPE project 

[28], the details/data in possession of ESTER 1 & ESTER 

2 [31] assessment systems, the data/details pertaining to 

REPERE assessment system [29]. The conclusions 

acquired in this test also the prediction done by CNN is 

one step ahead than the comparative technique in the 

language of MAE (Mean Absolute Error) as well as 

Kendall scores moreover the combined inputs of texts as 

well as signals show positive conclusion also superior 
performance, moreover the CNN (convolu-tional neural 

networks)  predicts along with utmost accuracy the 

distribution per-taining to word error rates on a 

group/collection of words.  

 

Laszlo Toth [1] recommended a straight forward 

/uncomplicated technique, which binds two techniques 

consisting of deep neural networks standard technique 

done by ReLU along with linear augmentation technique 
done by Ghahremani et al [20], he recommended to 

disregard computation pertaining to activation function 

regarding subgroup of neurons in one and all of network 

layer which consequently plays a role of linear units more 

over the database utilized in this experiment is named 

TIMIT. The worth while thing related to this given 

experimentation is that this is a simple alteration more 

over it minimizes the costs/charges pertaining to 

computing also in every single experimental arrangements  

the linearly rising ReLU network outplayed the basic 

ReLU network, moreover it is effective or slightly superior 

comparing to max out network whenever it is utilized on a 
larger/wider network , as it happens it also outplayed the 

maxout network for a greater lot size. However the flaw of 

this experiment is that it was not able to outplay the 

maxout network efficiency on the TIMIT2 database [1], 

also attain the identical error rate pertaining to lesser batch 

sizes.  

 

Yuki Saito along with al [2] recommended a technique to 

figure out the dis-course quality problem, this technique 

permits to construct a training algorithm pertaining to 

high-grade parametric vocal synthesis contered on deep 
neural net-work (DNN) moreover utilizing the basic ATR3 

information which comprises of two neural networks 

which are the following : 

 Discriminator to determine natural samples along with 

generating moreover can be deciphered as anti-

spoofing  

 Generator to delude/mislead the discriminator.  
 

The auditory models are the ones responsible that 

forms/make the placing of the parameters pertaining to 

generic words similar to that of natural speech. The 

suggested technique was utilized in one DNN-based TTS 

(Text-to-Speech) and the other VC (voice conversion) 
systems also at identical moment utilized in statistic-al 

parametric techniques moreover for glottal wave synthesis.  

 

Further more, the algorithm to counter balance the general 

Gregory Gelly along with Jean- Luc Gauvain [8], 

recommended an optimization technique pertaining to 

neuron network; the operation improves every single SAD 

system parameter consequently the outcome presents that 

the algorithm gives us substantial enhancement in speech 

quality/standard in one TTS and the other VC. Integrat-

ing/subsuming Wessertien’s GAN4 enhanced synthetic 
speech standards over innumerable GANs.  

 

Comparing three variations of RNN5 initial version, 

LSTM6, also CG-LSTM7 that were recommended. 

Additionally,they compared three variations of techniques: 

The basic MLP, method build on functionality (feature-

based technique) along with the LongTerm Signal 

Variability (LTSV) technique utilize long-term signal 
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changeability. This procedure is build on a QPSO8 

algorithm that au-thorizes us to consider a non-differential 
section of the SAD mode additionally to acquire the tough 

optimization problems also more successful relative to the 

ge-netic algorithms. The following experiment was used 

among four distinct corpora: the REPERE9 along with 

Open SAD’1 evaluation data , the AMI10 meeting cor-

pus, the NIST11 additionally the NIST Open KWS’13 

multilingual conversation corpora.The conclusion received 

is the much refinement pertaining to optimiza-tion 

technique recommended for gradient drop training along 

with the CG-LSTM network out shines the fundamental 

network LSTM additionally a fundamental RNN on MLP 

as well as two other fundamental SAD systems.  
 

Michael Price along with al [5], pursuit to decipher a 

string of audio/voice to text/written matter to attain good 

energy capability along with scalability. For this motive, it 

constitutes an ASR12 technique to implement/execute 

VDA (Voice Ac-tivity Detection) digital ICs13 to the 

extend that the current implementa-tion/execution accepts 

audio/auditory samples utilizing a digital microphone, 

tag/label sections of the waveform under categories of 

speech, non-speech. Addi-tionally as output, the ASR does 

text encryption amongst models stored/saved in external 
memory .Using this technique, the utilization of a VAD 

fueled portal ASR,where the last mentioned has performed 

several/countless tasks in real-time along vocabularies 

spreading over 11 words to 145,000 words, moreover 

designed interfaces permitting/authorizing subsystems to 

work cooperatively utilizing a sin-gular chip in addition to 

full-chip power utilization ranging 172  W to 7.78 mW.  

 

Edwin Simonnet along with al [7], worked on the 

problem/issue pertain-ing to automated speech recognition 

(ASR), moreover how to find/spot errors additionally 

utilize them to better/upgrade language understanding 
systems (SLUs). They recommended a technique whose 

goal is to enhance the set of semantic tags utilizing 

particular error tags. On this topic,they utilized a technique 

two SLU architectures constructed on random field 

environment CRF “concept error rate” additionally a 

organized NN-EDA16NN-structured neural coder-decoder 

network, so that one and every ASR error recognition 

subsystem has been supplied with dependency functions 

constructed on syntactic dependencies along with 

relevance words pertaining to semantic plane.  

 
The finest combination of the related architectures permits 

development with a corresponding decrease pertaining to 

the conceptual error rate (CER) at 18.9% additionally a 

relative error concept value (CVER) staying at relative 

reduction around 10.3% compared with a written reference 

[6]. 

 

VI. DISCUSSION 

 

Prior research has attempted to prioritize the significant 

gaps pertaining to Auto-mated Speech Recognition 
System more over determining the remedies that 

minimizes the given gaps and the percentage of mistakes. 

A for ementioned research analyzed every one of the 

stages/phases pertaining to automated speech recognition 

systems(auditory preprocessing, pronunciation model, 

auditory model, linguistic model) but additionally 

consented on a common goal: utilization of neural 

networks; accompanied by the special casepertaining to 

the work done by Lilia LAZLI et al [3] along with 

Dominique F et al [4] when the a for ementioned utilized 

the HMM/DNN hybrid model.  

 
Every single of the given works have given proof of the 

utilization pertaining to neural networks in order to obtain 

solution better than before, both accompanied by other 

approaches or without the given approaches in addition 

this is what is noted in every one of the outcome 

pertaining to this work, more over the utilization of the 

given category of networks leads to various advantages in 

the area/field of automated speech processing.  

 

The capability of Automated Speech Recognition Systems 

are decided/determined using precision as well as 
promptitude, where nearly all analysts have utilized the 

word error rate(WER)to evaluate the extend of correctness 

in a system moreover speed has been evaluated along with 

real-time factor. Further more accuracy measures comprise 

of the following: Frame Error Rate (FER),Command 

Success Rate(CSR),NIST Detection Cost Function (DCF), 

concept value error rate (CVER), Recognition rate,Phone 

Recognition Error Rates(PHER) ,concept error rate (CER),  

lastly Frame Classification (FRER). The graph underneath 

exhibits the utilization of neural networks pertaining to 

automatic speech processing in the course of the work we 

showed in the preceding section 2017/2019. 
 

By using analysis, it is observed most commonly utilized 

approach consists of neural networks owing to the fact that 

it hasan enormous capacity to work on that large quantity 

of data,because of which it represented as one of the most 

essential models utilized in artificial intelligence. The 

current growth pertaining to artificial intelligence is a 

major cause that aided the utilization of neural networks 

which are of use a good deal. Neural networks comprise of 

three fundamental layers: the input phase, the invisible 

phase, and the output phase.Every one of these given layer 
is considered to have an essential duty in the processing of 

data, moreover the variance in the tasks of the hidden layer 

is which steered to the unfolding of numerous forms of 

neural networks. Our studies objective is to utilize sound 

as a medium of utilization within a smart interface with 

the intend that the later mentioned is not only based only 

on voice/speech, none theless also on numerous sensations 

pertaining to humans. We had the notion of utilizing 

neural networks in the view of the fact that it hasenormous 
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utility in processing data. The subsequent section displays 

a general overview for our work in future 
 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this thesis, we have exhibited an evaluation pertaining to 

Automated Speech Recognition Systems. Here in the first 

section we have discussed the system more-over its vital 

attributes, also the overall architecture pertaining to 
Automated Speech Recognition. The second section we 

have discussed the outcome of a few of the latest research 

piece followed by the demonstrating almost all of the con-

fronted problems along with the various conclusions put 

forward.  

 

The most utilized decision is neural networks with 

reference to the work we have submitted in this write-up. 

By way of what we have displayed in this article, various 

research viewpoints can be taken into account. Firstly, we 

consider utiliz-ing neural networks in our perspective that is 
pertaining with automated speech processing to construct 

an intelligent interface builton computer vision moreover 

functions to input the speech of users with the purpose that 

the interfaces permit smart inter communication along with 

users more over initiate a natural as well as smooth 

communication amongst the machines and humans. further 

more, we want to utilize speech amongst other human 

senses to upgrade/refine our plat-forms. In the end, we want 

to design a platform that permits us to create a decision 

within real-time 
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